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Welcome back to our Autumn/Winter 2017 Newsletter. This
issue we will take a look back at our show season! Thanks
again to all our members for all you do. What a Great Year!
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Avoca.
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Marketing

Warren Moser
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Rich Simeone
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“Group Leader’s Message”
A Great Year
As 2017 is coming to a close, and I reflect
back on the year that we had it is clear to
me that our Unit is replete with talent and
determination to succeed.
Our airshow season yielded the best
financial year we’ve had since the inception
of the Delaware Valley Wing. I want to thank
each and every one of you, your dedication
made this happen. This puts us on secure
financial footing and the ability to strategically plan our 2018 season.
We do have some challenges ahead we need to address as most
volunteer organizations do but hopefully with our perseverance to work
together we will be able to effect positive change for the Unit.
I wish you all the best and look forward to seeing you at our October
meeting.
Blue Skies,
Frank Vitellaro
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PX NEWS

Airshow Revenue
Wilkes Barre - $6623.00
Lancaster - $4317.50
Princeton - $488.00
Andrews - $5026.70

Some really good shows that earned the wing a
good amount of money. Best of all, for the most
part, we did have the right amount of help to man
the PX. Thanks to all.

Carl
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“Finance Hanger”

Last available information on the
finances: There is over $17,000
presently available in the Wing’s
account. Further financials will
be available from Vinnie in the
near future.
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AVOCA-August 12-13th
Fantastic weekend for the PX.
We were swamped with
people and took in record
revenue! Irene and Norm were
non stop all weekend long.
Thanks to Debbie and Alyssa
for all the help. As usual, Carl
and Joanne held down the
fort.!
Great weekend!

The Army Golden Knights
were there to open the
show.
They did some great
crowd interaction letting
the kids load their
parachutes.
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Norm was a
tremendous help
all weekend. One
of our busiest
shows ever!

Alyssa and Carl
early morning
Avoca.
They would be
typing dog tags all
day, non-stop!
Very successful
show!
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Alyssa actually got
the chance to fly
with the Golden
Knights over
Pocono Raceway.
Great PR work
Alyssa!

Here is Carl keeping the
Dog Tag Machines going.
We worked the hard all
weekend.
Thanks again to Carl and
Joanne for all they do with
the PX.
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More Avoca Airshow Pictures!
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New Garden, PA. August 19-20th.

Vinnie flew in
for the
weekend and
got a chance
to fly in the
show both
days!

Here’s Frank with
his gorgeous Tri
Pacer!
This is one of the
nicest planes
around.
Frank says it’s a
great flyer too.
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Alex in the shade of
the Navion.
Originally made by
Ryan.
Below:
Lt, Aerobatic
biplanes.
Rt, Mid Atlantics
Briefing Time with
Russ Strine at the
controls.
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Lancaster Airshow 8/26-27.

Good morning everyone.
We had a wonderful weekend at Lancaster.
Pete and Paul flew in the L9, Vinnie flew the T51, and Steve
flew in the Champ. I flew my 170 in and placed it beside the
tent on Sunday. Joanne drove the PX back home after the
show. Norm and Irene Schaefer, Rich and Debbie Simeone,
Roger and Jane Spoelstra were also a MAJOR part of the PX
crew. Thanks everyone. WE could not have done it without
you.
We had a very good Saturday - $2402.00
Sunday was a little slow, as usual, but we still had a good
day. - $1915.50
Total for the weekend - $4317.50
We are pretty much out of stock on all planes except the pullbacks. I will attempt to get more stock in before the Princeton
community day on the 10th of September.
Thanks again to everyone.
Carl
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Lancaster Airshow August 26-27

Great weekend once again! We had all hands on deck the weekend. Thanks
again to all our members for all your efforts!
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Vinnie in the Ford Trimotor Cockpit. Yes he did take the wheel for a bit! Exciting!
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Oh Yeah!
Now he Smiles!!!!
Go Mr. Happy!
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More Trimotor Pictures

The pilot was a retired commercial airline pilot. Beautifully restored
interior, very retro.
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Our MARVEL
Super Heros,
Norm and Irene
manning the PX.
Their energy
and stamina is
incredible!!

Carl
Denslow
and the old
Battle Axe
Dog Tag
Machine.
How about we name
these machines?
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This is
what it’s all
about.
Look at
the
excitement
on the
faces!
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Princeton Airshow, September 10th
Princeton brought nice weather. The PX numbers were
slightly down from the other shows to $488.00. Wilkes Barre
brought in over $6,000. We had fun as a unit anyway!
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Princeton Pictures
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Above: Pete and Russ on station.
Below: The “Bomb” and “The Shooting Gallery”
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“HAPPY, HAPPY, HAPPY”
Colonel “Special K”
Look at that smile!
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“Our Unit Planes”
Aeronca L-16

Eyes in the Sky, Liaison & Observation Aircraft

The Aeronca L-16 first flew in 1944 and
went into production in 1945 as an upgraded
version of the Aeronca L-3, which served in
many theaters during World War II as an
observation, utility, and liaison aircraft. The
“L” designation identifies it as a liaison
aircraft.
Like the L-3, the L-16 was a civilian aircraft
in military colors. The civilian model, the
Aeronca 7AC Champ, was designed to
compete with the extremely popular Piper J-3 Cub, which also served in WWII as an L4.
Both the Champ and Cub had a framework of steel tubing covered with cotton fabric.
Both had two seats in tandem, no electrical system, no flaps, and were powered by
the same 65-hp Continental A-65 engine. However, there are some differences. The
Champ is flown solo from the front seat, improving visibility and safety over the Cub,
which is flown solo from the rear seat. The Champ’s engine is fully enclosed, which
made it 5 to 15 mph faster than the Cub, which only has a partial cowling.
Another difference is the Champ has a traditional door, which makes getting in and
out easier than a Cub, but the Cub’s clam shell door with a window that folds up and a
door that folds down can be opened in flight, and is more fun. The Champ sold for
$2,095 in 1946, with nearly 8,100 built.
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L-16 Continued

The 7AC was upgraded to the 7BC, with a larger engine, and was
produced for the US Army as an L-16A (85-hp engine) and L-16B (90-hp
engine). It served throughout the Korean War in a similar role as in
WWII: observation, utility, and spotting targets. In the late 1950s,
Champs were used for primary instruction, civilian search-and-rescue as
part of Civil Air Patrol, an arm of the US Air Force, and served in the Air
National Guard.
Specs
Wing Span

35 ft. – 1 ¾ in

Cruising Speed

870 lbs.

Fuel Capacity

90 mph
Empty weight
26 gals
Gross weight
Length

1,220 lbs.

Max Speed

21 ft – 5 ¾ in

115 mph
Range

400 miles
Engine

Continental A-65 (65-hp)
1946
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Manufacture Date

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of long
time CAF Member Larry Totten. He will be greatly missed.
Following are a few words of remembrance from Pete
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How do you start a eulogy, a remembrance of a person like
Larry Totten? He was there: he was always there. That
steady voice. That “I am here friend” delivery.
Next came a guy name of Jim Libling (Sp?) whom Larry
always called Jim Le Bang. He and Larry and Jim Ginnetti
got things started at a Geneseo, NY, Air Show and the
Avenger Squadro
Larry showed up on our radar about 1980. Please forgive a
lapse here of dates and places. My memory is shot full of 83
year old holes. But Christmas time way back then came and
Larry showed up to take me to his farm for a New year’ day
feast. He showed up in a Studebaker pickup truck. A
Studebaker pickup truck? Was there ever such?
A bond was
formed.
Along the way
Larry found John
Shreve and Bryan
McCarthy.
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As the years passed Larry introduced me into two airplanes. The first was a Bellanca
Viking 300 that motored along at about 170 MPH. Larry brought that to 39N
(Princeton Airport) and talked me into buying half of it. A couple of years later Larry found
a UC--78, Bamboo Bomber, the Cessna T-50. Oh boy. Larry put together a partnership of
Shreve, McCarthy (RIP Bryan) his own self, and me. We flew that thing hither and yon for
years. Right up until Bryan stopped paying and we decided to give it away. Larry had
figured out a tax deal for this.
Over the years Larry was the treasurer of, first, the Avenger Squadron and then, what we
have now, the Delaware Valley Wing of the Commemorative Air Force. As treasurer he
sent me ( I was the Wing Commander back then) over the years, two letters of resignation
which I promptly sent back to him as “refused”. He stayed on as treasurer for many years.

A dedicated member, always there.
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“Delaware Valley News”
This is from Paul
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Hey all, don’t forget our year end luncheon!!!

Lunch is scheduled for Mastoris's Diner,
January 20, 2018 at 1 pm.
Cost is $25.00 per person.
Checks should be made out to DVW-CAF and mailed
to me,
Carl Denslow
208 Dale Rd.
Barto, PA 19504.
Looking forward to seeing everyone.
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